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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

Dual enrollment—the arrangements by which high school

students take college courses during the junior and senior

year—is a promising “next best thing” for states wishing to

increase the number of underrepresented students gaining a postsec-

ondary credential. Dual enrollment also has the potential to save

money for families and taxpayers and shorten time to degree. To

make dual enrollment a centerpiece of a strategy to improve college

access and success, however, requires shifts in typical dual enroll-

ment policy and legislation and a new way of thinking about its

mission. By “adding” supports at the front end—in eleventh and

twelfth grades—in order to enable young people to succeed in col-

lege-level courses in high school, states can potentially “subtract”

from the total expense of educating a young person. 

Add and Subtract is a policy primer for states wishing to implement

dual enrollment as a strategy for increasing college credentialing

rates of underrepresented students. It provides:

• An overview of dual enrollment and a rationale for its expansion; 

• Guidelines (including funding models) for states wishing to

implement dual enrollment for a wider range of students; and

• Brief case studies of substantial dual enrollment programs that serve

a wide range of students—Florida and Utah and College Now at the

City University of New York—and offer lessons for an expanded

mission for dual enrollment. 

The extent of participation in dual enrollment is substantial. In

states with long-term programs and no costs to students, between

10 and 30 percent of juniors and seniors gain college credit in high

school. When promoted as an acceleration mechanism or head start

on college rather than a program for gifted students, a wide range of

students benefit. In some states, students headed for career and

technical certificates and Associate’s degrees make up half of dual

enrollments. But while program participation is growing, there is a

need for research on such basic questions as which program design

elements are most effective, whether dually enrolled students are

more likely to get credentialed than their similar peers who move

into postsecondary education on the usual timetable, and whether

dual enrollment increases college attainment of those who are not

tagged as “college bound.”
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Although we know little about the impact of dual enrollment pro-
grams, we know a lot about dual enrollment policies. In 2002, the
federal Office of Vocational and Adult Education initiated an ongo-
ing, multi-part study, Accelerating Student Success through Credit-
Based Transition Programs. The study builds on other state-by-state
surveys and identifies state-level policies that support or inhibit the
development of dual enrollment programs for middle- to low-
achieving students. In addition, in its work since 2002 to guide the
implementation of 180 early college high schools—small schools
that combine high school and the first two years of college—Jobs
for the Future has proposed changes to dual enrollment policies that
would better enable a wider-range of students to participate. 

To serve as a strategy for promoting college access and credential at-
tainment, dual enrollment programs should meet a number of criteria: 

• The mission is to serve a wide range of students.

• The program is embedded within a K-16 structure and a high
school reform initiative.

Key Elements of Three Dual Enrollment Approaches

Florida Utah CUNY-College Now

Mission to serve a wide range
of students

No. Articulated acceleration Partially. Acceleration,
challenge, and transition to
postsecondary

Yes. Helps underprepared
students meet CUNY
admission standards without
remediation

Embedded in K-16/high
school reform

Yes. K-20 No. K-16 discussion just
beginning

Yes, within city; not state
policy

Equity of access Yes. Admission set by state;
reasonably open; all two-year
and some four-year
postsecondaries participate;
liberal arts and career/
technical courses

Yes. Admission set locally,
reasonably open; all two-year
and four-year
postsecondaries participate;
liberal arts and career/
technical courses 

Yes. Serves all NYC high
schools; two- and four-year
postsecondaries participate;
diverse participants from
grades 9-12, admission set by
College Now

Concurrent
credits/acceleration

Yes. State-mandated course
equivalency system; can
attain AA

Yes. Up to 30 credits per year;
can attain AA

No. Most courses in addition
to high school classes

Secondary/postsecondary
shared responsibility for
students

Local agreements; varies Local agreements; varies Yes. High school and College
Now staff assess, advise, and
support

Data collection Yes. Significant data; some
analysis of costs,
participation by race/ethnicity

Some. Participation data, a
few studies; currently
organizing data electronically

Yes. Following cohort since
2001; considerable data,
some analysis; participation
by race/ethnicity

Funding holds partners
harmless or almost harmless

Yes. High school retains ADA,
community college waives
tuition, generates FTE

Yes. State appropriation for
discounted tuition; high
school retains ADA; post-
secondary generates FTE

Yes. State, city, and CUNY co-
fund; students generate FTE
only in “regular” college
classes on campus

• There is equal access for all qualified students across all the state’s
schools.

• Concurrent credits are used as a proficiency-based acceleration
mechanism.

• The secondary and postsecondary sectors share responsibility for
dual enrollment students.

• The program collects data for purposes of assessing impact and
improving the program.

• Funding mechanisms are based on the principle of no cost to stu-
dents and no harm to partnering institutions.

Add and Subtract uses these criteria as a frame to assess three dual
enrollment approaches. The chart summarizes the key elements of
each policy and program and indicates how close each is to meeting
these guidelines.


